[The reference ranges for min parameters of clinical blood analysis in dynamics of physiological pregnancy. A comparative analysis with pregnancy after extra corporal fertilization and embryo transfer into uterine cavity]
The article presents the results of examination of 1140 women with spontaneous monocyesis occurred and 307 women with monocyesis occurred as a result of implementation of program of extra-corporeal fertilization and transfer of embryos into uterus. The female patients were distributed to 6 subgroups depending on gestation period (4-8, 9-134, 14-20, 21-27, 28-34, 35-40 weeks). The 16 main hematologic indices were analyzed. The reference intervals (2.5 and 97.5 percentiles) for various periods of physiological pregnancy were calculated according IFSS guidelines concerning statistical processing of reference values. It is demonstrated that at evaluation of results of clinical analysis of blood in pregnant women it is necessary to apply special reference intervals. The comparative analysis of hematologic indices in dynamics of pregnancy of healthy women and in female patients of the program of extra-corporeal fertilization and transfer of embryos into uterus demonstrated that interpretation of results of examination in both groups of female patients can be implemented using reference intervals derived for spontaneous pregnancy. The exclusion of this rule included total number of leukocytes and number of thrombocytes in period of 4-8 weeks.